
ERIN 3.0 
As our product expands we continue to focus on employee engagement and automating every piece of
your employee referral policy. ERIN 3.0 takes this mission even further by allowing you to automate
eligibility requirements and giving you new ways to engage employees! ERIN 3.0 has added new features
like bonus campaigns, eligibility rules, diversity incentives, and dynamic translations.  

                3.0
New features focused on automation and engagement

www.erinapp.com

The Bonus Campaign will temporarily change the
bonus assigned to a specific job or you now have the
option to bulk change multiple bonuses. After the
campaign ends the bonus will revert back to the
original bonus amount set for that position.

Exclusion Rules
Inclusion Rules

Are you eligible for a bonus? We now have rules to
automate it using policy automation.

DIVERSITY INCENTIVES
Diversity incentives allow you to add a specific bonus
based on a diversity hire. This will help to create
inclusion when it comes to your recruiting pipeline
and business. 

BONUS CAMPAIGNS

DYNAMIC TRANSLATIONS
ERIN has always supported language translation
within the product, but now dynamic content such as
job title and description can be automatically
translated on the fly. 

ELIGIBILITY RULES 



Need to fill a spot quickly?  Bonus campaigns allows
you to temporarily increase bonuses for a set
amount of time, giving your employees a bigger
bonus for helping fill the highest priority positions.

BONUS CAMPAIGNS

The Bonus Campaign will temporarily change the bonus assigned to a specific job or you now
have the option to bulk change multiple bonuses. After the campaign ends the bonus will revert
back to the original bonus amount set for that position.
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Start by locating an already existing
bonus that you want to temporalily
change.  

Choose a job

Under the Bonus Schedule section create a
name for the campaign.

Choose the temporary bonus amount
that you previously created. (This will only
last for the bonus campaign period.)

Select the tempororay bonus schedule.
(This will be the start and end date for
the bonus campaign.)

Lastly, create the campaign. 



Note: The employee account must have
this data stored for the rules to take effect.  

ELIGIBILITY RULES

Exclusion rules allow you to automatically make an
employee ineligible for a bonus based on employee data
such as job title, department, management, and more.
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If someone is using exclusion rules, but
aren't populating the job profile and job
classification then there is nothing to
check the rules against.  

If they are ineligible to receive a bonus.
The employee can still make referrals and
see bonuses. If at the time of the bonus
the person isn't eligible for that rule. They
will not create a bonus for them. 

This information is being stored when they
login with AD.  

EXCLUSION RULES

INCLUSION RULES

Inclusion rules allow you to make an
employee eligible for a specific bonus
based on employee data such as job
title, department, management, and
more.

Are you eligible for a bonus? We now have rules to
automate it using policy automation.



Note: The diversity hire amount can be
found under the bonus rules section.  

DIVERSITY INCENTIVES

ERIN allows you to reward employees who bring diversity hires into the company.
This means that diversisty inclusion isn't just the focus for talent acquisition, but
now is something that everyone can think about and participate in.
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Make sure to add the amount for the diversity incentive. 

They will qualify for the amount added not the amount listed for the original bonus. 

If someone qualifies as a diveristy hire we will use the added amount instead. 

Upon hire it will check that box and make the bonus for that person the added diveristy incentive amount. 

The ATS integration will tell us if they qualify as a diversity hire.
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DYNAMIC TRANSLATIONS

Now you will have the ability to translate job titles
and desciptions. 

ERIN has always supported language translation
within the product, but now dynamic content such
as job title and description can be automatically
translated on the fly. 

The language will be translated based
on the location of the position. 

Note: 


